COLLEGE OF SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND PROGRAM * DIRECTOR LIST 2022-2023

Anthropology                      Robert Phillips
Biology                           Kem Badger
Chemistry                         Robert Sammelson
Computer Science                  Jennifer Coy
Criminal Justice and Criminology  Benjamin Gibbs
Data Science and Analytics*       Munni Begum
English                           Sean Lovelace
Environment, Geology and Natural Resources Petra Zimmermann (Interim)
Environmental Sciences*           Paul Venturelli
Geography and Meteorology         Petra Zimmermann
History                           Bruce Geelhoed
Mathematical Sciences             Michael Karls
Modern Languages and Classics     Jennifer Rathbun
Philosophy and Religious Studies  Jennifer Rathbun (Interim)
Physics and Astronomy             John Millis
Political Science                 Pamela Schaal
Sociology                         Chad Menning
Psychological Science             Benjamin Gibbs (Interim)
Women’s and Gender Studies*       Elizabeth Agnew